History
King Charles II - the king at the time of
the great first of London
Samuel Pepys - The author who wrote
a diary during the great fire
The Stuarts - the royal family at the
time of the great fire
Diary - a book to write down things
that have happened in
Eye witness - a person who has seen
something happen

This is a vocabulary bank that shows key vocabulary that we will be sharing with
your child over the next term. Our topic, fire and ice, will run over two terms
until Christmas. The vocabulary on this sheet is what we will be covering in
school for the first term (until October half term).
Please go through the words on this vocabulary bank with your child to help
familiarise them with the vocabulary. We will also share this throughout the
term and during our relevant lessons.
Thank you for your continued support.

Science: Plants
Light - Something that makes it
possible to see.
Shade - a dark or cool area caused by
light from the sun being blocked
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Sun - a source of light

Parable - a simple story that teaches us a lesson

Warm - a hot temperature

Creation story - the Christian story of how the world began

Cool - a low temperature

Fire break - something that stops a
fire spreading

Adam and Eve - The first man and woman in the bible. Christian’s
believe they were the first people God created.

Water– a clear liquid

Embers - a small piece of glowing
wood or coal after a fire has burnt

Commandment - a rule

Healthy– when something is free from
disease

Tinder - a dry material used to start a
fire

Inspiration - an object, person or places that gives you an idea to do
something

Fire hook - a hook used to take down
walls or ceilings

The Golden rule - ‘Treat others and you would like to be treated’

Grow - when something gets bigger

Art
Pattern— when something (such as a
line or dot) is repeated in the same way

Geography
Map - a picture of a place which is represented by symbols

Atlas - a book with lots of maps inside

Continent - countries come together to form a block of land
Africa - the second largest continent

Texture—how something feels
Tone— how light or dark a colour is

Kenya - a country in Africa

Equator - an imaginary line around the middle of the earth, exactly half way between the north and south pole

Frottage - creating a rubbing of a
surface

